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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY / ABSTRACT

Abstract

Keywords

This document reports the result of task T2.5 Industrial Data Spaces, connectors and
containers. The main scope of this task is make available for the middleware and the partners
IDS connectors using the IDS standardized data exchange mechanisms. IDS will made
available a reference implementation as Open Source to facilitate the integration not only of
project partners but also external commercial solutions. IDS will support the partners with the
implementation of the IDS connector and will identify improvements on the connector and
on the technical support.
Furthermore, the D2.5 Improvements of IDS and reference Open Source implementation
provides an overview of the activities developed to support LEVEL-UP partners for
implementing the IDS connectors.The deliverable document the reference implementation
and provides image and links to the video of the IDS connector implementation testing.
#dataspace; #manufacturing; #IDS; #gateway; #connectors; #opensource

.
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Deliverable Description
This deliverable is part of the activities developed in task 2.5 Industrial Data Spaces, connectors and containers;
this task focuses on making available for the middleware and the partners Open Source connectors using the
IDS standard to achieve interoperability beyond the boundaries of the project.
IDS is a mechanism for the trusted sharing of data across tools and stakeholder for collective and collaborative
data-driven innovative service development. LEVEL-UP project through IDS connectors will link and provide
(semantically supported) access to current data and interoperability with industrial platforms, e.g. Mindsphere,
PTC Thingworx. Furthermore, the IDS connectors assure interoperability with Industrial Data Spaces.
The International Data Spaces promotes interoperability between all participants based on the premise that full
self-determination with regard to one’s data goods is crucial in such a business ecosystem. Data exchange
takes place by means of secured and encrypted data transfer, including authorization and authentication. The
Data Provider may attach metadata to the data transferred using the IDS Vocabulary. In doing so, the terms
and conditions to ensure data sovereignty can be defined unambiguously (e.g., data usage, pricing information,
payment entitlement, or time of validity). The Information Layer of the IDS Reference Architecture Model
specifies the Information Model, the domain-agnostic, common language of the International Data Spaces.
The Information Model is an essential agreement shared by the participants and components of the IDS,
facilitating compatibility and interoperability. It is a generic model with no commitment to any particular
domain.
The task will take advantage of current IDS technology, such as the Data Space connector developed by
Fraunhofer ISST. This reference implementation will be made available as Open Source to facilitate the
integration of project partners and external commercial solutions. In the framework of task 2.5, IDSA, in
collaboration with Innovalia, has supported the partners to implement the connector and test it. The purpose
of this deliverable is to document and show the experiences of implementing and testing the IDS connector
and conclusions for improving it.
Link of the D2.5 with other Tasks and Deliverables:

-

T1.3 Architecture & Domain Model for processes, protocols, and strategies. Task 2.5 has aligned with
the architecture definition in T1.3 to decide how to implement the IDS connector in the LEVEL-UP
architecture and ensure interoperability with external data sources.

-

T2.2 Operating System for Cognitive Manufacturing. The D2.2 components specification detail the
IDS connector specifications.

-

T6.1 integration of software-hardware platforms and tools. The activities developed in T2.5 will
continue in WP6 with the integration, testing and validation of the IDS connectors in the Pilots.

The deliverable is structured in 6 chapters as described below:
Chapter 1. IDS architecture in LEVEL-UP project. This chapter describes how the IDS connector can be
integrated into the LEVEL-UP architecture to provide secure and trusted data sharing.
Chapter 2. Industrial Data Space, connectors and containers. This chapters offers a deep dive into the IDS
connector architecture, its functionalities, the different security levels it provides, and the available reference
implementations, including the Dataspace Connector Open Source implementation.
Chapter 3. IDS awareness activities in LEVEL-UP. This chapter summarizes the actions done to create
awareness regarding the importance of trusted data sharing in manufacturing.
Chapter 4. IDS Reference Architecture technical training. This chapter explains how we organized the
activities to support the partners in getting deep knowledge about IDS reference architecture and implementing
open-source reference implementation.
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Chapter 5. IDS integration test camp (ITC) shows how the partners conducted some functionality tests guided
by SQS.
Chapter 6. Improvements of IDS and reference Open-Source implementation, explains the conclusions of all
the process and identifies the improvements to be made on the reference implementation.

1
1.1

IDS architecture in LEVEL-UP project
Introduction

The International Data Spaces Association (IDSA) has defined a reference architecture and a formal standard
for creating and operating virtual data spaces. The IDS Architecture is based on commonly accepted data
governance models, facilitating secure exchange and easy linkage of data within business ecosystems.
The IDS initiative aims to create secure and trusted data spaces in which companies of any size and industry
can manage their data assets in a sovereign fashion. So, IDSA promotes and disseminates secure and trusted
data sharing in the manufacturing domain.
The current situation regarding data sharing in manufacturing shows that companies have their concerns about
protecting confidentiality, the lack of a standard definition of data, the technical challenges of sharing data
securely and maintaining control1.
The webinar “Data sovereignty as Indispensable Element of Future Data Ecosystems – towards common
design principles for data spaces” organized by IDSA is part of the IDS awareness activities in the project.
Furthermore, IDSA has shared with the partners through the LEVEL-UP platform a collection of documents
and technical papers.
1.2

IDS secure data sharing in LEVEL-UP project

IDS is a mechanism for the trusted sharing of data across tools and stakeholders for collective and collaborative
data-driven smart service development. Task 1.3 Architecture & Domain Model for processes, protocols, and
strategies has defined the LEVEL-UP reference architecture and considering on that the IDS connectors. Task
1.3 evaluated different reference architecture and projects to take advantage of the experience in implementing
different architectures; one of them is the Z-BRE4K project that already included the IDS in its general
architecture for cognitive manufacturing.
IDS connectors are part of the Industrial Data Spaces concept, a mechanism for the trusted sharing of data
across tools and stakeholders for collective and collaborative data-driven smart service development. IDS
connectors will be responsible for the data sharing between middleware and external Systems (MOS, ERP,
MES etc) or applications placed outside the LEVEL-UP system. The definition and implementation of IDS
connectors is part of task T2.5.
The IDS connector facilitates that the information related to the machine condition and its performance is
accessible in a secure way for external platforms and partners. The LEVEL-UP architecture has mapped the
IDS connector in two layers of the architecture: on the edge service layer and on the data-sharing infrastructure,
see the picture below.

1

Data sharing in industrial ecosystems, McKinsey & Company & Fraunhofer.
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Figure 1. LEVEL-UP architecture, including IDS connector.
The IDS connector provides standardized data exchange between participants to the LEVEL-UP project. The
IDS connector is the main technical component for this purpose. We can use the IDS connector in LEVEL-UP
project at two levels in the architecture:
1. LEVEL-UP interoperability at platform level. The IDS connector implemented in the data-sharing
infrastructure, in the middleware component, allows secure data sharing with externals platforms and with
IDS compliance with manufacturing data space.
2. LEVEL-UP interoperability at the company level. The IDS connector implemented on edge allows the
pilots to share data securely with other companies with the IDS connector or with manufacturing data
spaces that are IDS compliant.
The picture below shows an ESMA-AIMEN possible use case for secure data sharing. AIMEN has
implemented the Data Space connector as part of the IDS technical training that is explained in section 3. The
Data Space connector implemented on the AIMEN edge can share the data collected in the fibre optic sensor
(FoS) gateway with another company that belongs to the IDS ecosystem or with manufacturing data spaces
that are IDS compliance. This possible use case will be further evaluated in the future.

Figure 2. ESMA-AIMEN possible use case using Dataspace connector.
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1.3

Documentation about IDS secure data sharing

Task 2.5 Industrial Data Spaces, connectors, and containers are them available for the LEVEL-UP partners
connectors using the IDS standardized data exchange mechanisms. As part of this activity, we have explained
the IDS architecture and how to integrate the architecture and IDS components in the LEVEL-UP project
architecture.
For this purpose, we have participated in the task 1.3 meetings (T1.3 Architecture & Domain Model for
processes, protocols, and strategies) to assess how to implement the IDS connectors in the LEVEL-UP
architecture. Furthermore, we have shared several documents about IDS reference architecture and how to
implement the IDS connectors with the consortium partners.
The IDS reading guide on Data Spaces is available on LEVEL-UP Sharepoint. This document provides an
overview of the documentation available about IDS based on the IDS architecture layers. The figure below
illustrates the Reference Architecture Model structure. The general form of the Reference Architecture Model
comprises the five layers, and three perspectives indicated below:
1

Figure 3. IDS Reference Architecture Layers.
The details of these layers and perspectives are in the IDS-Reference Architecture Model version 3.02 available
on IDS. But further and more detailed information on the layers and perspectives
is described in separate documents and specifications. The figure below depicts which documents provide
more insights on what layer or perspective.

2

https://www.internationaldataspaces.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/IDS-Reference-Architecture-Model-3.0.pdf
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Figure 4. IDS reading guide.
The IDS Reading guide is available for partners on LEVEL-UP Sharepoint. The document is available on this
link.
One of these documents is the IDS Starter KIT version 2.0, published in April 2019. This document contains
essential sources for getting started with the implementation of IDS components, referring to papers, webinars,
and repositories such as source code. We received feedback from consortium partners to improve the IDS
starter kit. Below there is a list of some comments that we received:
- The information is not updated, and some links don’t work
- It would be great to include a list of available IDS open-source reference implementations.
- There is no reference to the last data space open-source implementation available.
- We would appreciate getting more technical details about how to implement the IDS connectors.
The IDS starter kit v2.0 is to be updated considering previous comments and the experience of running the
technical training with LEVEL-UP partners.
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2

Industrial Data Space, connectors and containers

2.1 IDS connector fact sheet
The IDS Connector is the core of the data space. The IDS connector is the gateway to connect existing systems
and their data to an IDS ecosystem. Its architecture and functionalities are defined by the IDS Reference
Architecture Model (RAM) and specified by the certification criteria.
The IDS Connector is implemented in different variants and can be acquired from different vendors.
Nevertheless, each connector can communicate with any other Connector (or another technical component) in
the ecosystem of the International Data Space.
The IDS Connector allows to exchange of data and enrich it with metadata. An essential aspect of this is usage
conditions, which can be defined, administrated, and implemented by the connector. The metadata is described
by the ontology of the IDS Information Model. The main advantage of the IDS reference architecture and the
use of an IDS Connector is the decentralized data storage. This enables data integration from different data
sources and allows data access exclusively through other IDS Connectors. Thus, technical implementation of
data sovereignty is guaranteed.
While the IDS architecture and information model are prepared for describing and offering data using various
communication protocols, current reference implementations focus on HTTPS and MQTT in combination with
TLS as well as IDSCP. Although IDS connectors are the key enabling components for communication on the
IDS, some services (e.g., data enrichment) may also rely on data sources that are directly hosted by
infrastructure components that are part of the IDS ecosystem.
Communication between two IDS connectors such as a Providing Connector serves consuming connector.
This is one of the preferred means of communication. Both data providers and consumers use IDS connectors
that annotate data transfers (i.e., requests, responses and general events) with certain metadata such as:
•
•
•
•

data flow information (sender, receiver, date, invoked operation and its parameter values)
security token
policy and contract under which the transfer is performed
tampering protection by payload digest and signature

About the IDS Secure Communication Protocol (IDSCP). Connectors communicate with each other by sending
messages over TLS-protected Web Sockets (WS) (acc. to RFC6455). Web Sockets are an extension of HTTP
and supported by most modern browsers. In contrast to plain HTTP, Web Sockets maintain sessions between
endpoints over which any binary data can be sent. They are thus much more efficient than traditional HTTP
and both suited for large amounts of small messages, as well as large message payloads. WS messages are
transported over TLS with validation of server- and client-certificates. That is, both provider and consumer
must accept each other's X509v3 certificate. This type of Web Socket over TLS communication is referred to
as WSS.
Metadata is exchanged just once when a connection is established, making communication very efficient. By
default, a tunnel is created between two connector instances that can transport arbitrary payloads. Current
implementations link data processing pipelines of two connector instances. A connection attempt is structured
in few phases (simplified):
Perform a TLS handshake, authenticate via TLS certificates that are linked to the device identity.
Optional: If supported, perform a remote integrity verification (Remote Attestation) to validate software stack
and boot chain to establish mutual trust.
Perform metadata exchange. Exchange Dynamic Attribute Token (DAT) and Connector self information.
After successful authentication and token validation, an open tunnel is available for payload transfer.
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Figure 5. IDS Communication Protocol Version 2 (IDSCP2).

An IDS Connector is composed of various system services:
• Execution core container with message systems (message router/bus)
• Configuration Manager to configure the connector (execution core container, application container
management, network, firewalls, etc.)
• Data Apps for data processing and handling
• Application container management
• Hardware/Operating system
Primarily to establish trust, the IDS Connector also addresses Application Container Management, Network,
OS, Hardware, etc. Furthermore, trust between different IDS participants is ensured by certifying the software
components used, i.a. the IDS Connector. Thereby, three different trust levels are defined: base, trust, and
trust+. All profiles comprise IDS-specific requirements and some from Secure Development and the DIN
standard for IT security for industrial automation systems (DIN EN IEC 62443-4-2). Details are listed here.

Figure 6. IDS connector architecture.
.
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2.2 Reference Implementation
There are several implementations of an IDS connector. To provide the partners with an overview of all IDS
connectors open reference implementations available, we shared the table below that indicate the available
reference implementations and the functionalities that cover them.

Figure 7. IDS connector open source reference implementation.
According to the security level functionalities, there are different security gateway profiles to the security level
functionalities to implement and then the certified level to achieve. In IDS we differentiate the following
variants:
Base connector: Security Gateway “Base” offers basic security features. It is typically issued in connection
with Security Level 1 and used in scenarios that require a low level of security. Implementation and operation
of the “Basis” variant is kept simple.
Trust connector. Security Gateway “Trust” is used in application scenarios in which protection of data
processed and exchanged is critical. It is typically issued in connection with Security Level 3 and offers
protection against inadvertent violation by administrators.
Trust Plus. Building on the “Trust” variant, Security Gateway, “Trust Plus” offers enhanced protection against
violation by administrators applying technical measures.
For the training and to make the IDS connector implementation as simple as possible, we selected the “Base
connector dataspaces”. The Dataspace connector was deliberately tested for the Base certification level, as this
does not require specific hardware such as Trusted Platform Module chips to use the connector. This makes it
easier to use the Dataspace connector on different hardware and in cloud environments with a reasonable
sacrifice of hardware security features.
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The Dataspace Connector is one of several implementations of an IDS Connector. It is the reference
implementation of the data economy department of the Fraunhofer Institute for Software and Systems
Engineering (ISST). It is maintained as an open source software project on GitHub, supported and promoted
by the International Data Spaces Association (IDSA).
In addition to the project, other components are also being developed open source. For example, the
ConfigManager can be used to configure the connector and enable user-friendly interactions via a GUI. Find
more details here.
The Dataspace Connector is designed to provide an easy entry point into the IDS Ecosystem, enabling projects
and companies to connect to data spaces and exchange data in a sovereign way. Thereby, the defined usage
policies are not only transferred between the IDS participants, but also directly enforced. How the architecture
is designed can be seen here
The Dataspace connector can be integrated into existing software systems with minimum effort to enhance
them in terms of data sovereignty easily. The Java application has a REST interface that allows data to be
easily added, made available, and accessed by other connectors. Metadata and data can be securely transmitted
using the IDS Information Model, identity certificates, and TLS encryption. The technical implementation of
defined usage policies ensures that sensitive data is only processed in how data owners allow it.
The following picture visualizes the interaction of the IDS connector, in this case, the Dataspace connector,
with the IDS Framework

Figure 8. Dataspace connector architecture.
The information regarding the data space connector open-source implementation is on GitHub:
https://github.com/International-Data-Spaces-Association/DataspaceConnector

2.3 Dataspace connector open source implementation
Dataspace open source implementation available for LEVEL-UP partners
The Dataspace Connector´s (DSC) goal is to provide companies with an easy and trustworthy entry into the
International Data Spaces. The DSC implementation concept developed by Fraunhofer ISST has been
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successfully reviewed according to the certification criteria with “IDS-ready” of the International Data Spaces
Association (IDSA).
Interested companies and users can view the Dataspace Connector source code directly on Github. For testing,
all that is needed is a Java environment to launch the connector and then use it via Swagger UI or http calls. In
addition, the connector can be integrated into a Docker or Kubernetes environment.
Dataspace connector functionalities:
All functionalities and architectural decisions aim at providing a maintainable and easily extensible software
that encapsulates the IDS information model from connected systems.
• Identity management: Central Identity Provider/DAPS, IDS certificates (X.509v3)
• API for (meta) data management and IDS communication
o Partially support of HATEOAS
o Management of metadata (optionally also data) in local database (e.g. PostgreSQL)
o Connection of remote data sources (possibility of queries on data sets)
• Clear interfaces between the data model and the IDS Infomodel
o Strict implementation of MVC pattern for data management
o Strict access control to backend, information can only be read and changed by services
o Strict state validation for entities via factory classes
o Storage of remote IDs and addresses to objects for origin tracking
• Interaction with other IDS components (as data provider & consumer).
o TLS encrypted communication: IDS Multipart Messages
o Automated messaging sequence
o IDS Metadata Broker (Clearing House, AppStore, ParIS)
• IDS Usage Control Language: eight supported Usage Control Patterns, Policy Negotiation
• Resource Update Messages for receiving latest data
• Integration and configuration of Jaeger for using open telemetry
• Optional http tracing for transparent information and data flow
• Security
o Prevent leaking of technology stack in case of errors/exceptions
o Logger sanitizes inputs to prevent CRLF injections
o Common CVE patches
The usage control policies that can be implemented are:
• Provide access, prohibit access, N times usage, duration usage, usage during interval, usage until
deletion, usage logging, usage notification and connector restricted usage.
How to implement the dataspace connector:
A Docker image can be found here. The GitHub Container Registry (GHCR) allows to download Docker
images without credentials. You will find an image for each release tag with the corresponding version. In
addition, an image of the master and dev branch is automatically provided as soon as changes are identified.
Guidelines for IDS connector implementation
The Dataspace Connector is an implementation of an IDS connector component following the IDS Reference
Architecture Model. It integrates the IDS Information Model and uses the IDS Connector Framework for IDS
functionalities and message handling. The core component in this repository provides a REST API for loading,
updating, and deleting resources with local or remote data enriched by its metadata. It supports IDS conform
message handling with other IDS connectors and components and implements usage control for selected IDS
usage policy patterns.
Quick Start to build and run locally an IDS dataspace connector to ensure that at least Jave 11 is installed.
Then, follow these steps:
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1. Clone this repository: git clone https://github.com/International-Data-SpacesAssociation/DataspaceConnector.git.
2. Execute cd DataspaceConnector and ./mvnw clean package
3. Navigate /target and run java -jar dataspaceconnector-{VERSION}.jar
4. If everything worked fine, the connector is available at https://localhost:8080/. The API can be
accessed at https://localhost:8080/api. The Swagger UI can be found
at https://localhost:8080/api/docs.
For a more detailed explanation, see here.
The IDSA community provides a free GitHub repository with sample deployments. These include not only the
Dataspace Connector or a deployment together with ConfigManager and GUI, but also some with other IDS
components. The goal is to provide an easy entry into the whole IDS ecosystem. Feel free to have a look at the
files or contribute with your own examples.

3
3.1

IDS awareness activities in LEVEL-UP
Trust data sharing awareness session

The main objective is to explain the necessity for secure data sharing in the manufacturing sector and how IDS
RAM facilitates secure exchange and easy linkage of data within business ecosystems.
The webinar “Data sovereignty as Indispensable Element of Future Data Ecosystems – towards common
design principles for data spaces” organized by IDSA is part of the IDS awareness activities. It took place on
October 7th 2020
The objectives of the webinar were to explain why data sharing is essential in the manufacturing sector, the
importance of data sovereignty and the IDS Reference Architecture Model concepts such as interoperability,
trust, sovereignty,… Finally, we explained how to implement this trusted architecture in the pilots, presenting
some successful use cases in the manufacturing domain. The webinar agenda is below.

Figure 9. Agenda of LEVEL-UP awareness webinar.
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Summary of the webinar:
Silvia Castellvi (IDSA) introduced the webinar explaining why data sovereignty is an indispensable element
of future data ecosystems. With this presentation, Silvia introduced the key outcomes from the world economic
study about “Share to Gain: Unlocking Data Value in Manufacturing”. The full report is available on IDSA
website. You can find it at this link.
Based on the World Economic Forum study about data sharing in the Manufacturing sector, “WEF estimate
the potential value of data sharing simply by focusing on manufacturing process optimization has been
estimated at over $100billion, based on best practices”.

Figure 10. Estimate value of data sharing in the manufacturing sector.

The study identifies the application domains that can benefit from, or be realized by, data sharing across
companies. The study identifies five application domains for data sharing in manufacturing and the
mechanisms behind them. The picture below shows these five application domains and mechanisms.
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Figure 11. How to unlock data sharing potential?

Antoine Garnier (IDSA) explained how the IDS-RAM standard contributes to the European Data Spaces by
introducing the European Data strategy, the design principles of data spaces based on IDS-RAM and the data
usage control.
Presentations of the first part of the webinar are available on the LEVEL-UP Sharepoint, on this link.
The second part of the webinar was more practical, and we saw two use cases in the manufacturing sector:
Mike de Roode from TNO presented the Smart Connected Supplier Network (SCSN). More information about
the use case is available on this link.
Thanasis Naskos, Atlantis, presented “Trust in the manufacturing sector and IDS connectors implementation”,
showing a use case in the manufacturing domain. There is more information about the use cases on Boost4.0
project in this link.
In conclusion, the webinar successfully created awareness about secure data sharing as a critical aspect. Some
partners were interested in knowing more about implementing the IDS connectors, so we organized technical
training to learn more about the IDS reference architecture and test the IDS implementation.

4

IDS Reference Architecture technical training

In order to support the pilots and implementation partners to understand the IDS Reference Architecture Model
better and to install and test the IDS connector, we delivered technical training together with Innovalia and
SQS.
Innovalia conducted the first part of the training where they offered a deep dive into the IDS Reference
architecture model. The second part of the training was focused on performing several functionality tests with
the Dataspace connector. Each pilot was assigned a 45-minute slot for their own tests. SQS offered us their
testbed and prepared and directed those tests.
We also offered the participants the possibility to install an Open Source IDS connector (Dataspace connector).
They received technical support for the difficulties that arose.
4.1

Objectives of the technical training
•
•
•

4.2

To provide a technical overview of the IDS architecture and the IDS connector functionalities.
To capacitate the pilots and technical partners to implement the dataspace connector by themselves.
To enable the participants to identify the potential benefits of creating a secure data space.
Organization

This was the technical training´s agenda:

Part 1 | April 21st – 09:00-12:30
IDS ARCHITECTURE & IDS CONNECTOR COMPONENT OVERVIEW
09:00 – 09:40 : Block 1 – Introduction to IDS, IDSA User Journey and IDS Ecosystem Fundamentals
09:40 – 09:45 : Q&A
09:45 – 09:55 : coffee break
09:55 – 11:00 : Block 2 – IDS Reference Architecture Model, Processes and Usage Control. Example of
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Successful use case
11:00 – 11:15 : Q&A
11:15 – 11:30 : coffee break
11:30 – 12:15 : Block 3 – Data Spaces, Validation&Certification and Presentation of the tests to be
hosted in Part 2 of the Training Session
12:15 – 12:30 : Q&A
12:30 – 13:00 : Lunch Break

Part 2 | April 21st – 13:00-17:30
IDS VALIDATION TESTS TO BE CARRIED BY SQS IN COLLABORATION WITH THE LEVELUP PARTNERS:
13:00 – 13:45 : CRF–IPC
13:45 – 14:30 : ESMA / AIMEN
14:30 – 15:15 : KOPLAST
15:15 – 16:00 : LUCCHINI / DANOBAT
16:00 – 16:45 : MARLEGNO / TTS / SCM
16:45 – 17:30 : HOLONIX

Part 2 | April 22nd – 09:45-10:30
09:45 – 10:30 : TRIMEK
This is the list of attendees:

Baltasar Lodeiro Señarís, AIMEN

Dragan Kusić, Tecos

Asif Pasha Mohammed, AIMEN

Andrea Gómez, TRIMEK

Roi Mendez, AIMEN

Alessandro Merlo, TTS

Isabel Maniega , AIMEN

Diego Rovere, TTS

Carlos Lago, AIMEN

Andres Ortiz, TRIMEK

Dimitris Varytimidis, Atlantis

Natalia Simon, IDSA

Ifigeneia Metaxa, Atlantis

Antoine Garnier, IDSA

Toni Ventura, Datapixel

Silvia Castellvi, IDSA

Michele Tibaldi, Holonix

Sonia Jimenez, IDSA

Konstantinos Grevenitis, Holonix

Guillermo Herrera, Innovalia

Alessandro Greppi, MARLEGNO

Daniel Echebarria, Innovalia

Mikel Villoslada, SAVVY

Javier Martinez, SQS

Till Christopher Lech, SINTEF

Josu Fernández Pereda, SQS

Bjørn Marius von Zernichow, SINTEF

Aitor Celaya, SQS
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IDS technical training presentation

LEVEL-UP Integration Test Cam
The video recordings and presentation slides can be found here.
4.3

Reference open source connector implementation

As preparation for the technical training, we shared the specifications and installation guide of an IDS Open
Source connector (Dataspace connector) four weeks in advance. Our goal was to give the participants the
opportunity to install the IDS connector and prepare their questions for the training. We also supported them
from a technical point of view during the process.
We gathered the questions that arose and the difficulties they faced to improve the Dataspace connector
documentation, and the experience of implementing an IDS connector overall.
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5

IDS integration test camp (ITC)

The Integration Test Camp is a remotely accessible infrastructure developed by IDSA member SQS. It gives
companies the opportunity to test the interoperability of pre-commercial IDSA components in a productionlike scenario.
5.1

ITC preparation

Four weeks before the technical training, all attendees received the specifications of the Dataspace connector
and the Application form from SQS that they had to fill in. The information provided in the Application form
helped SQS prepare the individual testing sessions.
During those four weeks, we provided technical support and helped them implement the DSC successfully.
These are the main issues from the implementations and the solution provided:
-

Issue 1: BUILD FAILURE in step 2 of the launching process
Context: The steps to launch the DSC are explained in section 2.1.
Solution: It is not a problem for it to work properly. Step 3 can be executed.

-

Issue 2: Building with Docker fails with a compilation error when using Linux.
Context: The deployment of the DSC can be done with Maven, Docker, and Kubernetes. There is the
option to deploy in Docker and build the Maven project with the Dockerfile by building and running
Docker image.
Solution:
clone
repository
(git
clone
https://github.com/International-Data-SpacesAssociation/DataspaceConnector), install maven (sudo apt update, sudo apt install maven), compile
code (mvn clean package)

-
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5.2

ITC execution

All pilots/partners installed the Dataspace connector (DSC) before the technical training. Each one had a 45minute slot to perform some interoperability tests that SQS had planned. Some of the participants attended
several or all of the sessions to get a deeper understanding.
The partners and pilots that implemented or tried to implement the Dataspace connector before the technical
training were IPC for the CRF pilot, AIMEN for ESMA pilot, IDEKO for the LUCCHINI and DANOBAT
use case, Marlengo-TTS-SCM pilot, TRIMEKE use case, and Holonix use case that implemented the
Dataspace connector at middleware level.
Below there are screeenshots of the execution of the Integration Test Camp, the videos are available here. The
following test cases were performed.
-

How to obtain the DSC configuration [Part 2 video. 21:54]
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-

How to turn on/off the Policy negotiation for data exchange [Part 2 video. 26:04]

-

How to access data with unsupported pattern (Part 2 video. 26:50)
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-

How to choose a usage policy [Part 2 video 27:40]

-

How to create and how to obtain a resource (Part 2 video. 44:40)

-

How to attach a usage contract to the resource (Part 2 video. 49:40)
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-

How to install a certificate [Part 2 video. 1:12:45]

-
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6

Improvements of IDS and reference Open Source implementation and Next steps

6.1
Improvements of IDS and reference Open Source implementation
As an outcome of the technical training, the following improvements have been made:
-

New IDS connector starter kit to help developers that would like to build IDS components, either from
scratch or by using existing resources.

-

Update FAQs of dataspace connector with issues raised during the implementation

-

How to apply IDS Information Model and how to define the datasets according to IDS

The impact of IDS connector for LEVEL-UP project are:
-

Provide pilots with the possibility to become interoperable with another IDS compliant data space.

-

Secure data sharing concepts considered

-

Data usage control for smart service developments

-

Open source components available for IDS interoperability

Partners have seen that installing the Data Space connector is easy, just plug&play, there were no major issues.
The challenge really is to define the business case behind the connector.
6.2
Next steps
For this reason, the following next steps have been defined:
-

Continuation of the activities in WP6 – trust data sharing use cases with the pilots and partners

-

Support the partners and pilots to define use cases for secure data sharing.

-

Perform integration tests of the IDS connector with other components (another IDS connector, a
Broker and a DAPS) in an ecosystem.
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7

Annex 1.

The Dataspace Connector is “IDS-ready” approved since 03.12.2020. In the table below there is an overview
of all criteria for the base profile and whether it is implemented or not.
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A more detailed description for the individual issues can be found in the criteria catalogue: components –
connectir in PDF file.
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